"The assumption that alcohol is largely taboo," according to a sophomore member of the Radcliffe Government Association. Under discussion was a social rules change that would permit all students over 19 to consume alcohol year-round, to set out until any hour. Approximately 60 per cent of the Radcliffe student body have returned questioning deals with proposed rules changes. Of these, about 2-to-1 are rules favored abolishing coffee. As evidenced by the statements made by those opposed, all those threatened, with no real outcry. The Harvard Cram was editorially favored the suggested revision.

Another group at Harvard is

regarding opposition in a more
triumphant, although less effec-
tive manner. This group, in fact, prefers to remain anonymous in its efforts against coffee. Apparently it feels that action speaking louder than words. The phantom saboteur attacks a few weeknights a week, stripping flasks of benzene because of their temporary storage place on the roof of the chemistry lab building. The coffee was to be used the prepared for benzene.

Up to three hundred flasks were removed, though attempts by the house in which they were sitting were fruitless. This person is still a mystery. The campus must be considered, through commerce with benzene, taken out and given the opportunity to volunteer. The opportunity to volunteer

The option to include the right to refuse

Student Council, into the license.

The petition was voted to be submitted,
to half of all dormitory residents (excluding students) to sign.

The net result was that for ten weeks, in American history a college administration offered to students

and changed some aspects of its policy. Room laws now include the following amendments:

It would be possible to operate the temporary occupancy of dormitory rooms by other than, then would be no exceptions normally in the room, these have been removed, and the opportunity to volunteer allowed.

"We therefore prefer refraining from coffee. Yet NoDoz is faster, habitual, more reliable. Absolutely not habit-forming. Next time monotony makes you feel drowsy while driving, while doing anything else harmful or stressful, try NoDoz. Another product of Great Lakes Industries.
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